STABLECOIN INDEX
STABLECOIN INDEX, LP

About the StableCoin Strategy
The STABLECOIN INDEX, LP diversifies its assets across a basket of U.S. Dollar tracking stablecoins. The stablecoins held
by the Partnership are tactically deployed to various on-chain income generating opportunities or deposited in the Celsius
Earn lending program based on prevailing market conditions. Future Set, LLC serves as the Partnership's Trading Advisor.

NUMBER of HOLDings
5 - 10

Portfolio Leverage
NONE

Market Eligibility
US Dollar Stablecoins

About the firm
Sarson Funds is an independent provider of blockchain technology and cryptocurrency marketing and educational services
focusing on the financial professional community and their clients. In collaboration with our investment manager partners, we
work to bring Wall Street standards for research, risk management and transparency to digital asset investing.

Why the STABLECOIN INDEX?
Diversification

Methodology

Security

Partnership assets are diversified and
invested in a basket of US dollartracking stablecoins.

The Trading Advisor seeks to reduce
risk by maintaining minimum
stablecoin diversification standards
and only investing in what it
determines to be the most secure and
well tested stablecoin platforms and
opportunities. Positions are evaluated
and traded daily.

Potential holdings must first satisfy
proprietary safety screenings including a
regulatory compliance review, token
liquidity testing and an independent
platform evaluation by Sarson Funds,
Inc. The Partnership further protects
clients with a $1million cyber-theft
insurance policy.

When conditions permit, the
Partnership will deploy stablecoins to
participate in various income generating
activities.
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1) Stablecoin Index, LP inception date: 11/01/2020.

Yield Powered by

For accredited investors only

the STABLECOIN INDEX, LP generates
monthly income for its investors
through on-chain income generating
opportunities such as liquidity providing,
yield farming, masternodes and staking
and through a partnership with Celsius
Network and their best in class
programs for collateralized lending,
and rehypothecation.

Celsius - 40.7%
Liquidity pools - 59.3%
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Portfolio Statistics 04-01-2022
Estimated Annual Income - Proceeds from rehypothecation, lending.

14.4%

Annual Distribution Service Charge - Optional fee if taking quarterly distributions.

0.5%

current estimated annual distribution - net expenses, Paid quarterly.

9.9%

Terms & Key Facts
Points of Access

Accredited Investors can invest in this private placement via the web at: sarsonfunds.com/open-an-account/
or by contacting the general partner directly at info@sarsonfunds.com.

Lock Up Period

None

Rebalance Frequency

Monthly

Investor Qualifications

Private placements are only available to accredited investors.

Minimum Investment

Private placement investments require a minimum of $25,000

Management Fee

2.0%

Performance Fee

0.0%

Redemptions

Monthly with 7 days notice.

Fund Registration

Exempt from registration; Regulation D private placement.

Taxation

Pass-through partnership for tax purposes. K1s are prepared for investors.

Subscriptions

Available for private placement investments on business days. Deposits are accepted in USD.

IRA Eligible

Yes, from select qualified custodians.

Service Providers

Admin & Tax: NAV Consulting Audit: Spicer Jeffries, LLP Legal: DwYer Law Offices, LLC

Important Information & Disclosures
Past performance does not indicate future performance. There is no guarantee given or implied by Sarson Funds or any of
its investment sponsors. If you follow these strategies you may lose money. No bank guarantees. Not FDIC insured.
Sarson Funds, Inc is a third party marketing company and does not manage assets or provide investment advice. All investment products
advertised by or referred to by Sarson Funds are property of their respective owners and are offered under Regulation D by their respective
issuers. Unless specifically stated otherwise, all investments are available to accredited and qualified investors only. All prospective clients
must satisfactorily complete investor eligibility and anti-money laundering screening before being referred to any investment sponsor. The
official terms and objectives of any strategy mentioned by Sarson Funds can only be conveyed through each fund’s specific offering
documents, including but not limited to its private placement memorandum, limited partnership agreement and subscription agreement.
These documents must be read thoroughly prior to investing. The trading advisor is Future Set, LLC an Indiana limited liability company. It
should not be assumed that information displayed online accurately reflects the current portfolio positioning or investment strategy of any
portfolio that any investment sponsor currently manages or managed. Details as to specific investment strategies can only be conveyed
through each fund’s specific offering documents. Any historical returns, expected returns, or projections may not reflect actual future
performance.
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